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Weslo momentum g 3.2 assembly

Due to the New Year's holiday, orders placed after noon (CST) Thu, December 31, cannot be shipped until Monday, January 4. Catalog Number Part NameSpecial Notes 6000441 Magnet 6019407 Screw 6059946 Wrench, allen 6030347 Wire Harness 6076496 Axle, Crank, Left 6076494 Pedal, Left 6076497 Axle,
Crank, Right 6023099 Screw 6076500 Belt, Drive 6076516 Locknut, Crank, Left 6076545 Washer, Wave, Crank 6076493 No Longer Available Pedal, Right 6076513 Pulley 6076534 Carriage, Seat 6076502 FRONT STABILIZER CAP 6001811 Grommet 6005387 No Longer Available Mat, Floor 6076515 Locknut, Crank,
Right 6076514 LEVELING CAP 6076546 Washer, Split 6076538 Bushing 6076507 Bushing 6076501 CRANK BEARING ASSEMBLY 6076543 M8 LARGE WASHER 6076528 M8 WASHER 6076529 M8 X 40MM BOLT 6076540 UPPER BODY ARM CAP 6076536 Washer, Split 6076553 19MM DOME CAP 6076499
CRANK 6076544 HANDLE BAR WAVE WSHR 6076491 No Longer Available LEFT PEDAL ARM 6076567 LOWER WIRE HARNESS 6076562 M10 LOCKNUT 6076539 M4 X 12MM SCREW 6076508 M8 PLASTIC WASHER 6076530 M8 X 20MM HEX SCREW 6076531 Nut 6076520 PEDAL ARM BRACKET 6076522
SEAT KNOB 6076551 Washer , Curved 6024372 Wrench, Allen 6076495 17MM DOME CAP 6076552 8MM DOME CAP 6076517 Bushing, Upper Body Arm 6091878 Console, Display 6076542 CONTACT 6076564 CRANK COVER 6071592 DECAL, GENERAL WARNING 6076498 FLYWHEEL 6076503 FRAME
SLEEVE 6076490 FRONT STABILIZER 6076554 HANDLEBAR CAP 6076557 HANDLEBAR COVER 6076526 HANDLEBAR/PULSE WIRES 6076563 KNOB WASHER 6076489 LARGE FOAM GRIP 6076485 LEFT SHIELD 6076487 LEFT UPPER BODY ARM 6076524 LET PULSE WIRE 6076510 LONG BUSHING
6076519 LOWER CABLE 6076535 M10 PLASTIC WASHER 6076561 M10 WASHER 6076560 M10 X 48MM BOLT 6076533 M10 X 70MM BOLT 6076566 M10.5 WASHER 6076549 M3.5 X 10MM SCREW 6076548 M5 WASHER 6076547 M5 X 20MM SCREW 6076527 M8 LOCKNUT 6076343 M8 X 20MM BOLT
6076555 M8 X 35MM SCREW 6076532 M8 X 45MM BOLT 6076559 M8 X 60MM BOLT 6076523 M8 X 65MM CARRIAGE BOLT 6085979 Manual , PEDAL ARM 6076518 BUSHING 6076509 REAR STABILIZER 6076521 REED SWITCH/WIRE 6076506 RESISTANCE CONTROL/CABLE 6076 RIGHT PEDAL ARM
607652 5 RIGHT WIRE WIRE 6076486 RIGHT SHELL 6076488 UPPER RIGHT ARM BODY 6076541 SEAT 60765 SEAT CAR COVER 6076505 SEAT POST 60765 56 SEAT AFTER BUTTON 6076511 SHORT BUSHING 6076550 SMALL FOAM GRIP 6076537 UPPER BODY 6076558 BODY LEG UPPER 6076484
VERTICAL 6086137 USER MANUAL, ARABIC 606874 Curved 6076512 WIRE HARNESS Owning a home fitness machine it is very exciting especially for people who can't afford gyms due to time or money issues. Having a mini gym at home is a unique investment with lifelong returns. Many companies are working day
and night to offer this to their customers. Weslo is a brand that is one of the leaders production of the best machines. It's a brand mark ICON Health and Fitness.This is a leading manufacturer of treadmills, inversion tables, exercise bikes, rowing machines, etc. Earlier, this company started only with treadmills and
gradually with increasing demands and technology began to produce other home fitness machines as well. Read the weslo momentum G 3.2 Exercise Bike 2020 review here and see how this 2-in-1 hybrid trainer is making people's hearts win. The Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Exercise Bike is an efficient bike that will help
you achieve user fitness goals. It has a 90-day warranty on parts and labor and the best customer service. Here you'll find details of its features and advantages such as Step-Thru design, EKG Pulse Grip, 8 Training Apps, Manual Resistance, Adjustable Seat and more. Read on to learn more about this fantastic exercise
bike. Better suit for who? The Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Exercise Bike is an ideal purchase for people who want to start a good fitness routine in their homes. It is a compact machine with transport wheels and therefore suitable for people with small spaces. It's a good buy for beginners and intermediate experts that will
give you a good variety workout with its eight training and manual endurance apps. It is also a very affordable bike and is one of the best exercise bikes under $200. So overall, it's a superb business for anyone who wants to have a healthy lifestyle. Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Upright Bike Assembly, Design &amp; Build
QualityAssemblyMomentum G 3.2 Exercise Bike by Weslo assembly is simple and simple. It will take approximately 2 hours and with the help of someone. Part of it comes assembled, and the rest needs to be collected at home. The instruction manual that appears along with the package is good enough to guide you
through the process. Design and Build QualityThe design of this Weslo exercise bike is fantastic as it combines the best of an elliptical bike and exercise. It is an ideal hybrid machine for indoor exercises at home. It has a Step-Thru design that makes it very easy for the user to get in and out of the machine. It has an LCD
window, elliptical pedals, inertia-enhanced steering wheel, EKG Grip Pulse, etc. It also comes with transport wheels, which makes it convenient for the user to move it when not in use. Its overall design is excellent and offers the best hybrid workout for the user. The build quality of this hybrid trainer by Weslo is robust and
robust. It has excellent durability and offers incredible user functions. It is sturdy and can carry weights of up to 250 pounds without oscillating. Even in everyday use, this unit will remain sturdy and deliver excellent performance. The seat is padded and adjustable, which makes it ideal for users of all types. The are stable
due to the inertial steering wheel and provide very smooth pedaling movement. Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Vertical Vertical Bike Rate monitoringWeslo G 3.2 exercise bike helps maximize your workout with the help of ekg grip pulse. This is a built-in dual-grip monitor that assses the user's heart rate and flashes it in the
LCD window. This reading is useful for the user to maintain their target heart zone and have a healthy heart. It is also useful for goal-specific exercises. Weslo's hybrid trainer LCD Display has a large LCD window that helps track workout progress as it displays training parameters such as Speed, Time, Distance, Heart
Rate and Calories Burned. The LCD is easy to read and helps make the user aware of their progress in the exercise. Adjustable seatThe Momentum G 3.2 Exercise Bike seat is flexible, both vertically and horizontally. The user can adjust it according to its height and size and comfortable to sit on it. In addition, the seat is
padded, which gives extra comfort during exercise. Magnetic resistanceThe type of resistance this bike uses is Manual Resistance. Helps in building endurance, weight loss, toning muscles, etc. The user can manually adjust the stress level with the help of an easy rotating tension knob and set it to a level that suits your
needs. This feature helps the user by letting them start slowly and then gradually building strength and endurance. Pedals The Pedals on the Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Hybrid Exercise Bike are elliptical, and the steering wheel offers a smooth and easy pedal stroke. This action does not tire the user very soon and allows
him to drain as much as he wants without any discomfort. Steering wheel weight (lbs)The steering wheel of this unit is an inertia-enhanced steering wheel that provides very smooth and consistent movement. Pulse Grip TypeEKG Grip Pulse helps in monitoring the user's heart rate while he is exercising. It is a dual grip
monitor that is built into this machine. It helps maximize training as it helps in maintaining a healthy heart. Compact sizesThe dimensions of this exercise bike are good enough to fit in any room. To complete, it comes with transport wheels that makes it very portable and easily stored. TransportThe Weslo Momentum G



3.2 Exercise Bike comes with transport wheels, which makes it easy to move the machine from one place to another. Thus, it makes it ideal for people who have less space or who keep moving house from time to time. High CapacityThe maximum capacity of the Weslo Hybrid Trainer Momentum G 3.2 is 250 lbs, i.e. and
can carry people who have weights up to 250 lbs. This limit if it is good enough and accommodate a large number of people. Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Predefined Vertical Bike Training Programs: Body Exercise The Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Elliptical 2-in-1 Hybrid Trainer offers total body elliptical programs for the user. It
has eight fully loaded programs that are designed by certified professionals to give optimal results. These applications applications in setting up your training and making you do the best for your body. This type of personalized training will surely deliver personalized results. These programs automatically adjust the
coach's resistance depending on the type of plan selected by the user. Saves time and maximizes results. It's easy to navigate apps and choose a proper workout. Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Upright Bike WarrantyWeslo gives a 90-day warranty on parts and labor, which is pretty decent compared to the price range of this
rower. The customer service hotline number is 1-888-533-1333.The customer service representative will help you with everything. You can also order replacement parts at this number. You can send an email to service@iconfitness.com.Weslo gives a 30-day trial period on all your products. In the event of a faulty
machine, they will replace the device or refund the full money. You can contact them by phone at 1-866-896-9777. The product must be in good condition at the time of return. Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Upright Bike Pros and ConsA review above the Weslo Momentum G 3.2 Hybrid Exercise bike shows that it is a fast
exercise bike that provides a full body workout. It features well-loaded workout apps that add variety to workout options as certified fitness professionals design them. Its elliptical pedals, adjustable seat, EGK Pulse Grip, etc. makes it feature-rich and that also at a scant price. It is considered one of the best exercise bikes
for home use as well. It helps the user to maintain a healthy and motivating fitness routine and will surely give the desired results to the user. It is one of the best indoor bikes and comes with a decent warranty. Guarantee.
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